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Introduction:  Department of Homeland Security Science and Technology Directorate, First 
Responders Group established a project to develop a Conventional Fixed Station Interface for 
Legacy Base Station Equipment.  The name for this interface is the Radio Internet-Protocol 
Communications Module (RIC-M).  This development was performed under DHS contract by 
Christine Wireless, Inc. of Ellicott City Maryland.  This document describes the Advanced RIC-
M a second generation version of the RIC-M.  The Advanced RIC-M is produced and distributed 
by Christine Wireless, Inc. under license from the Department of Homeland Security. 

The Advanced RIC-M supports connection of Legacy Base Station Equipment to a TIA-
102.BAHA-compliant Dispatch Console or other Infrastructure Equipment.  The current 
implementation includes connection to the predominate type of Base Station Equipment: The 
Motorola Quantar™ and the GTR-8000™ which both utilize a V.24 Synchronous Serial External 
Interface.  In this capacity, the Advanced RIC-M replaces the Data Interface Unit (DIU) that 
would normally be connected to the Quantar™ or GTR-8000™.  In addition, the Advanced RIC-
M is capable of appearing to be a Quantar™ or GTR-8000™ to the DIU-3000™ to permit 
connection of remote Base Station and other equipment over an Internet Protocol Network.  In 
addition, the Advanced RIC-M can connect directly to the Wire Line printed circuit board in the 
Quantar™ etc. for units lacking a V.24 Interface board. 

The Advanced RIC-M also has the capability of automatically establishing Internet-Protocol 
connections to equipment without the need for a Dispatch Console.  This is called the 
Autonomous Mode.  This feature is useful in connecting a Quantar™ to an ASTRO-TAC 
3000™ Digital Voting Comparator using Internet-Protocol with two RIC-M units or for 
interconnection two Base Stations. 

The current firmware supports the following features: 

• Project 25 Encrypted and Unencrypted Voice with individual and talk group and 
emergency calls. 

• Analog PCM with E&M signaling. 
• Project 25 confirmed and unconfirmed data (encrypted and unencrypted). 
• TBSK functions and responses including: 

o Radio check, 
o Call alert, 
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o Status Request, 
o Radio Monitor, 
o Radio Disable and 
o Radio Enable 

• Independent IP addresses for Control, Voice and Data services. 
• Remote updates of RIC-M interface firmware over Internet Protocol with full 

authentication. 
• Remote control of the Base Station channel and operating mode. 
• Remote setup of the Advanced RIC-M via Internet Protocol. 

Advanced RIC-M Unit Description:  The Advanced RIC-M, shown below, is a single printed 
circuit board housed in an anodized aluminum chassis. 
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Connections:  The following two illustrations show the external connections to the Advanced 
RIC-M Unit: 

 

 

 

 

100 Base-T Ethernet 

USB Mini Debug Input/Output  

                                        Status LEDs (3) 

                                                             DC Power In 

The three LEDs indicate the status of the RIC-M as follows: 

• Yellow LED toggles at the Project 25 frame rate (50/second).  The fast flicker of this 
LED indicates that the “main loop” of the firmware is functioning properly. 

• Green LED toggles when there is data being output from the RIC-M on the V.24 or direct 
Wire Line connection. 

• Red LED toggles when there is data being input to the RIC-M on the V.24 or direct Wire 
Line connection. 

The V.24 status LEDs only toggle on actual V.24 or direct Wire Line data and ignore the 
V.24 HDLC “idle” pattern. 
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V.24 Legacy Base Station Interface

RS-232 Debug Input/Output  
(also RSS connection for Virtual Com Port) 

4 Wire E&M Wireline Connection (RJ-45) 

Clearance for routing Direct Wire Line 50 pin ribbon cable 
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External Connection Details:  The following paragraphs give the details for each external 
connection: 

1. DC Power In:  A 12 Volt wall power supply is included with each RIC-M unit.  
Alternatively, the Unit can be powered from any external power source supplying 
a nominal 12 Volts DC. 

2. 100 Base-T Ethernet:  This is the connection via a network to a RIC-M-
Compliant Dispatch Console (or other compliant infrastructure equipment).  This 
connection is also used to supply web pages for setting up the Advanced RIC-M. 

3. USB Mini Legacy Input/Output:  This connection is used to interface with 
Legacy Base Station Equipment using a USB serial connection.  It is also used to 
monitor the operation of the Advanced RIC-M if the port is enabled. 

4. V.24 Legacy Base Station:  This connection is used with the Legacy Base 
Station Equipment.  It is to be connected to the Port 1 V.24 on the Legacy Base 
Station Control Module or to the V.24 port on a DIU-3000™ if the Emulation 
Option is set to Quantar™ Emulation. 

5. RS-232 Monitor:  This connection is used to connect to Legacy Base Station 
Equipment that does not use a V.24 type serial connection.  This port is also used 
to monitor the operation of the Advanced RIC-M if the port is enabled.  In 
addition, if enables, this port can be used to connect to the Radio Service Software 
(RSS) port on the Quantar™ etc.  This allows remote access to the functions 
supported by the RSS over Internet Protocol. 

6. 4 Wire E&M Wireline Connection (RJ-45):  A third RJ-45 connection supports 
the 4 wire E&M PCM analog capability for analog. 

Additional information on the external connections is provided in the following paragraphs. 

The RIC-M has been tested with the following TIA-102.BAHA-compliant Dispatch Consoles: 
• Telex-Vega 
• Moducom 
• Avtec 
• Catalyst 
• Zetron 

It is believed that the Advanced RIC-M Unit should also work with other TIA 102-BAHA-
compliant consoles. 

To set up the console connection, it is necessary to set the IP address on the console.  The IP 
address is default set to 192.168.1.204.  To change to IP address, use a web browser to access the 
default address web pages at http://192.168.1.204.  Alternatively, the web pages can be accessed 
using a built-in DNS at http://dhs_ric_m. 
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It may be necessary to adjust the LAN setting on the computer to allow the browser to connect to 
the RIC-M web pages. (Disable IPv4 DHCP and put in a fixed IP address.) 

Web Home Page 

 

The Home Page displays the date of the installed firmware and web page revisions and the 
TCP/IP Stack Version, currently v7.23. 
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To change the IP address and click on the “Network Configuration” tab.  The user name for the 
board is “admin” and the password is “dhsricm”.  The following web page will appear after 
successfully entering the user name and password: 

 

 

After making the appropriate changes, click “Save Config” to save.  If the IP address was 
changed, the IP address must be changed in the browser address bar to view the web pages.  The 
board is restarted when the “Save Config” button is pushed and requires a few seconds to restart.  
Be careful when changing the IP address of the Advanced RIC-M unit.  If an incorrect address is 
entered, it may take a bit of effort to reestablish connectivity with the unit.  When the Advanced 
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RIC-M is not connected to a Dispatch Console, the unit will send a “Gratuitous ARP” message 
out on IP once a second.  This can be monitored using a program such as WireShark to 
determine the IP address of the Unit.  In addition, the IP address for the unit is output on the RS-
232 port (115,200 bps 8-N-1) on first startup of the unit.  The “External IP Address” is used in if 
RIC-M local IP address has been port forwarded to an External IP address.  If not used, this 
should be set to the IP address of 0.0.0.0. 

 

The File Uploads page is used to load RIC-M firmware should the need arise.  It will be 
necessary to upload a supplied cryptographic Message Digest of the firmware image to load the 
new firmware.  The Message Digest is derived from a keyed HMAC that is calculated by the 
RIC-M when a firmware image is uploaded.  If the calculated 256 bit HMAC does not match the 
value uploaded separately, the firmware upload process will not be executed.   

Advanced RIC-M Firmware Update Instructions 

1. Open the RIC-M Home Page with a web browser.  The default IP address is 
192.168.1.204.  You will have to make sure the PC IP address and sub-net mask includes 
the RIC-M IP address.  You can make this change in the Windows LAN Network 
Configuration box for IPv4 if necessary as follows: 

a. Click on the Network icon (lower right task bar) and then click on Open Network 
and Sharing Center. 

b. Click on Local Area Connection. 
c. Click on Properties. 
d. Click on the text for Internet Protocol Version 4 (TCP/IPv4) 
e. Click on Properties 
f. Click radio button for “Use the Following IP Address”. 
g. Enter an IP address and subnet nask that you want to use that includes the RIC-M.  

The subnet mask is usually 255.255.255.0 
h. Click OK and close all of the dialog windows. 
i. When you want to go back to your usual IP configuration, go through the same 

procedure as above but click on the radio button “Obtain an IP address 
automatically” and close all dialog windows. 

2. You can reach the RIC-M web pages through: 

http://dhs_ric_m 

or 

http://192.168.1.204 
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Replace the IP address above with whatever IP address you have entered into the RIC-M 
if you have changed away from the default.  If you can’t find the RIC-M, you can use 
Wireshark or any other Ethernet viewing tool to look for the RIC-M.  The RIC-M sends 
out a Gratutious ARP once a second if it is not connected to a console.  The Gratutious 
APR asks for the Network to tell it where it’s own IP address is so you can get the IP 
address the RIC-M is using from the Gratutious ARP. 

 

3. At the Home page above you can see the TCP/IP stack version (in this case v7.23), the 
Firmware Build Date (in this case Aug 12, 2015) and the Web Page Revision Date (in 
this case August 12, 2015).  After a firmware update you can confirm that the Build Date 
changes.  The TCP/IP Stack version will not change unless an newer version of the 
supporting TCP/IP firmware has been used which will generally not be the case. 
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4. Navigate to the File Upload page by clicking the blue File Uploads button on the left side 
of the Home page. 
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On ther File Uploads page use the File Type pulldown box to indicate RIC-M Firmware 
as shown below: 

 
 

5. Click the Select button.  The status line below the File Selection window will indicate 
File Type Selected. 

6. Click the Browse button in the File selection line and navigate to the larger of the two 
files supplied sith the extension”hex”.  This is the Intel Hex file for the new firmware.   

7. After selecting the “hex” file click the Upload button to start the upload process.  The file 
upload will take one to two minutes and the web page may be lost during the upload 
process.  Be patient here.  Do not try to refresh the page until a couple of minutes have 
elapsed. 

8. If necessary, reopen the Home page by using the address in the web browser pull-down 
menu and navigate to the File Uploads page.  The status test should now say thet the MD 
has been calculated and that you should enter the Message Digest file for the firmware. 

9. As in step 5 use the File Type pull-down but this time indicate Message Digest and click 
the Select button.  The status text will again indicate File Type Selected. 

10. Use the Browse button to navigate to the Message Digest file with the extension”mdh”.  
This file must have the same name (but different extension) as the firmware file. Click 
the Upload button. 

11. If the Message Digest file supplied with the firmware (256 bits) matches the Message 
Digest calculated by the RIC-M from the firmware uploaded, the firmware will be 
translated from Intel hex to binary values and loaded into the RIC-M processor non-
volatile memory.  The Message Digest is a shared secret keyed SHA-2 digest calculated 
across the entire length of the firmware file that was uploaded and stored in SPIFlash 
memory on the RIC-M board.  If a single bit of the image is changed, the Message Digest 
will not match and the firmware will not be moved to non-volatile memory.  This process 
insures the integrity and source of the firmware. 

12. After the transfer of the firmware to the RIC-M processor non-volatile memory, the RIC-
M will restart and the new firmware revision date will be indicated on the Home page. 
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SNMP Web Page The Advanced RIC-M is capable of originating SNMP (V3) messages. The 
SNMP  function has not been set up in the current firmware build. 

Quantar™ V.24 Connection The Advanced RIC-M will establish and maintain a V.24 9600 
bps synchronous serial data connection with a connected Quantar™, GTR-8000™, DIU-3000™ 
or ASTRO-TAC 3000™.  This includes the periodic exchange of “heartbeat” messages used to 
confirm the V.24 connection to external equipment. 
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Base Station Remote Control  The TIA Standard (TIA102.BAHA) includes a capability for the 
Dispatch console to control the remote Base Station via UDP Control Packets vie the Ethernet 
connection.  The Dispatch Console can change the Base Station channel, turn on/off Repeater 
Mode.  The Monitor Function can also be activated in this manner.  The Advanced RIC-M 
receives remote control commands from the Dispatch Console and uses commands on the V.24 
synchronous serial link to control the Quantar™.  Tone Remote Control is not used for this 
function. 

Wireline Connections The connections for the 8 pin RJ-45 Wireline Connector are as follows: 

RJ-45 
Pin 

Function RJ-45 Wire Color Quantar™ Telco 
Connection Pin 

Cable Color 

1 Ground Orange/White 7 Blue 
2 M-Lead to RIC-M Orange 18 Gray/Red 
3 Analog Input to RIC-

M+ 
Green/White 2 Brown 

4 Analog Output from 
RIC-M+ 

Blue 1 Black 

5 Analog Output from 
RIC-M- 

Blue/White  26 Black/White 

6 Analog Input to RIC-
M- 

Green 27 Brown/White 

7 E-Lead to Quantar™ Brown/White 47 LT Yellow/Red 
8 Pullup Voltage for M 

Lead 
Brown N/C  

 The following are 
jumpered together 

   

Jumper +5VDC  8 Purple 
Jumper Ext PTT In +  22 LT 

Yellow/Black 
Jumper Rx Stat Out +  43 Gray/Green 
 

The Quantar™ external PTT is asserted by the Advanced RIC-M supplying a low level on the 
RJ-45 pin 7.  The Quantar™ signal the presence of a Receive analog signal by raising the voltage 
to 5 volts on the RJ-45 pin 2.  A good starting point for the analog gain settings is 8 for the Tx 
gain and 64 for the Rx gain. 
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Tone Remote on Wireline The Advanced RIC-M is capable of transmitting and receiving 
standard Tone Remote Control tones.  This capability is not enabled in the current firmware 
build.  The remote control for the Quantar™ is implemented via Ethernet UDP Control 
Commands/Responses and is asserted to the Quantar™ on the V.24 synchronous serial data link. 

Project 25 Data Functions The Advanced RIC-M has been tested with the Quantar™ for 
transmitting and receiving confirmed and unconfirmed data up to 600 bytes in length.  This 
capability is disabled in the current firmware build pending completion to the TIA102. BAHA 
Packet Data addendum.  In addition, it is planned to add Project 25 Packet Data capability in 
accordance withTIA-102.BAEB-A to future firmware builds. 

Support for Version 2 TIA-102BAHA-A  The current firmware incorporates provision for the 
draft standard TIA-102-BAHA-A Version 2 messaging.  Included is support for separate IP 
addresses for Control, Voice Real Time Protocol and data messaging.  Since none of the current 
released Dispatch Consoles currently support this draft standard, these capabilities have not yet 
been tested except between RIC-M units. 

USB Mini Monitor Output:  A computer running a Terminal Emulator program can be used to 
monitor the communications on the V.24 Legacy Base Station connection.  TeraTerm works 
much better that HyperTerminal and is recommended for use with the Prototype RIC-M Unit.  
Open TeraTerm and click on Serial and the USB communications corresponding to the USB 
Mini should appear.  Click on this and the TeraTerm should start producing line of hex data. 

When there is no voice/data being exchanged on the V.24, there should be a “heartbeat” 
exchanged between the Legacy Base Station Equipment every 4-5 seconds. 
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Example of USB Mini Monitor Output 

Q* 0703 60 02040C0B1B531A350000000000000000000000000000080000000000 02 B5EE  997.938 34 Q+ Header Data Unit 1 

Q* 0703 61 000117142A10333100392A22042312110A00030C 02 C8A8  997.961 26 Q+                 Header Data Unit 2 

Q* 0703 62 02040C0B1B531A3580 CCFFFBFE82C6000E74AF78 02   A1B2  997.993 26 Q+            Voice Frame 1 

Q* 0703 63                    CD799880331900088B5081 02FE 1C4B  998.010 18 Q+ 

Q* 0703 64 00000400           CC38DB5A92C3000B0B89B8 02   35B3  998.029 21 Q+            Third Voice Frame 

Q* 0703 65 00000100           745E619E20ACC00A1B09FF 02   92C6  998.048 21 Q+ 

Q* 0703 66 0004D300           7448D742DA36000554B34E 02   F2B1  998.068 21 Q+ 

Q* 0703 67 D7051D00           5869F4213AF200150DC445 02   CAA6  998.087 21 Q+ 

Q* 0703 68 FB35F500           5C47FAC01CCC00120F76F6 02   BE6F  998.107 21 Q+ 

Q* 0703 69 909F4000           6461919E7871000E5177A3 02   9D56  998.126 21 Q+ 

Q* 0703 6A 000002             6436FEC29B46C00C7B08CC 02   421C  998.144 20 Q+ 

Q* 0703 6B 02040C0B1B531A3584 644B033F6E9600034A143D 02   5260  998.173 26 Q+ 

Q* 0703 6C                    CC3C996FB9D10007ACEF08 023E 74EA  998.190 18 Q+ 

Q* 0703 6D 00000000           6462796D033600086F0883 02   C4C7  998.209 21 Q+ 

Q* 0703 6E 00000000           6435CCA34F4C000BCE24E2 02   6F8D  998.228 21 Q+ 

Q* 0703 6F 00000000           5869840FAFA7001718E587 02   7ECE  998.248 21 Q+ 

Q* 0703 70 80000000           5825F9E0F80A0004CE5EFE 02   8E53  998.267 21 Q+ 

Q* 0703 71 ACB8A400           6066BC58DFA5C00FA52E1F 02   E5E7  998.287 21 Q+ 

Q* 0703 72 9BDC7500           603045E33216000F9B5966 02   416C  998.306 21 Q+ 

Q* 0703 73 000006             4836A392A3BB003FAAF101 02   B307  998.325 20 Q+          Eighteenth Voice Frame 

LEGEND:  Header     Frame Number     IMBE Vocoder Data     CRC-16     Time Stamp     Byte Count 

Low Speed Data     Link Control     Encryption Sync 

The above illustration shows an example of the output for the USB Mini Monitor Output.  
Spaces have been inserted in this example for clarity and will not appear on the actual output.  
Also the notations in red will not appear on the actual output.  The input for this example was a 
Project 25 voice 360 millisecond Super Frame  Each line is a 20 millisecond voice frame. 

The following notes are provided: 

• The first character in each line indicates the source of the frame: Q denotes and input to 
the RIC-M Unit from the Legacy Base Station Equipment and a D denotes an output 
from the RIC-M Unit to the Legacy Base Station Equipment. 

• The next two bytes are the Header for the message in this case 0x07, 0x03. 
• The next byte indicates the frame type.  These designations are the same as those used in 

TIA-102.BAHA. 
• The data field varies frame to frame as noted. 
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• The next 11 bytes are the packed vocoder bytes (88 bits). 
• The next one or two bytes are a status indicator. 
• The next two bytes are a CCIR-CCITT 16 bit Cyclic Redundancy check calculated across 

the entire message starting with the header. 
• The number is a time stamp inserted by the RIC-M firmware. 
• The next number is the number of bytes in the message inserted by the RIC-M firmware. 
• The next symbol is inserted by the RIC-M firmware to indicate whether the received 

CRC matches the calculated CRC for the message.  If the two CRCs match there is a “+”.  
If they do not match, there is a “-“.  

RS-232 Monitor Output/Virtual COM Port: The RS-232 port can also be used to monitor the 
operation of the Advanced RIC-M.  Again, use TeraTerm to monitor this connection.  The 
settings for the port should be 8-1-N at 115,200 bits/second.  This port has a startup screen that 
shows information about the firmware revision level, RIC-M and the IP address.   The details of 
the connection process and port numbers are also given on this monitor output. 

If the RIC-M sends data to the Dispatch Console, the frame type byte is displayed for each voice 
frame as well as the Start of Stream (“S”), and End of Stream (“E”) indications.  If the Dispatch 
Console sends voice data to the RIC-M, the RS-232 Monitor Output will show the messages 
being put into a circular buffer to be sent to the Legacy Base Station Equipment on the V.24 port. 

The RS-232 Monitor out also has messages indicating the exchange of SBKs between the 
Dispatch Console, RIC-M and remote radio units. 

If enabled, the RS-232 connection can be used to remotely access the Radio Service Software 
connector on the Quantar™ or other connected equipment via Internet Protocol.  This feature 
must be enabled on the Board Configuration web page.  This feature has been tested with Virtual 
Con Port PC software (NetSerial™) available from pcmicro.com.  A configuration screen from 
the NetSerial software is shown below: 
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The NetSerial™ configuration must match the Advanced RIC-M Virtual COM Port 
configuration as set on the Board Configuration web page.  Once the NetSerial™ has been 
configures (in this case COM Port 1) the RSS software can be opened and NetSerial™ will 
establish a Virtual COM Port connection via IP to the Advanced RIC-M allowing full access to 
the Remote RSS plug from the RSS running on the PC. 
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The web page for the Remote Configuration is shown above.  This particular page was captured 
when the Advanced RIC-M was connected to a Dispatch Console located at IP Address 
192,168.1.205.  The MAC address for both Control and Voice is the MAC address of the PC 
running the Dispatch Console software. 
 
The Remote Configuration page is used to enter port information and in the case of the Remote 
Connection being enabled (Autonomous Mode) the IP addresses involved in the Remote control, 
voice and data connections.  The IP address for each individual Advanced RIC-M is set on the 
Network Configuration page.  Depending on the type of Remote Connection enabled, the 
individual entry boxes will accept or reject inputs.  If the entry box background is white and the 
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entered characters are blue, entries will be accepted.  If the box entry area is grey and the 
characters are red, the box will not accept entries. 
 
The individual page entries are described as follows: 

1. Local IP Address This row contains the IP Address used for Control, Voice and Data 
connections.  Depending on the Remote Connection Type enabled these addresses may 
be the same as the local IP address for the individual Advanced RIC-M set on the 
Network Configuration page or may refer to other IP addresses in use in the network. 

2. Remote IP Address This row contains the IP Address used for Control, Voice and Data 
for the remote connection.  Depending on the type of Remote Connection enabled, entries 
in these boxes may be either set if the local Advanced RIC-M is setting up the connection 
of simple reported (grey background, red characters) is the connection is established 
under other control. 

3. Local UDP Port This row displays the Local UDP Port number for the Control, Voice 
and Data connection.  Depending on the Remote Connection type enabled, these values 
may be either entered in the window or greyed out is no entry is permitted. 

4. Remote UDP Port This row displays the Remote UDP Port number for the Control, 
Voice and Data connection.  Depending on the Remote Connection type enables, these 
values may be either entered in the window or greyed out is no entry is permitted. 

5. Remote MAC number.  This row displays the MAC number for the remote connected 
equipment.  Depending on the connection details, these may be all the same, or a mixture 
of different MACs.  If there is not any remote connected equipment for the type of 
service, the MAC box will display all zeros. 

6. Status This box displays the status of the individual connection.  The status possibilities 
are Not Connected, Connected, Connecting or Remote Connection.  The Remote 
Connection indicates that the individual Advanced RIC-M set up the connection details, 
but is not involved in the connection itself. 

7. Remote Connect Enable This pull down menu is used to set up one of 9 possibilities for 
the Remote Connect as noted below: 

a. Connect Receive This selection indicates that the Advanced RIC-M is responding 
to Connection Commands set up externally.  This mode includes both TIA-102 
BAHA (Version 1) and draft TIA-102.BAHA-A (Version 2) connections. 

b. Voice and Control Ver 1 This selection indicates that the Advanced RIC-M is 
acting in an Autonomous Mode and will establish a Voice and Control 
Connection with another Advanced RIC-M unit autonomously using TIA-
102.BAHA (Version 1) procedures). 

c. Voice and Control Ver 2 This selection indicates that the Advanced RIC-M is 
acting in an Autonomous Mode and will establish a Voice and Control 
Connection with another Advanced RIC-M unit autonomously using TIA-
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102.BAHA-A (Version 2) procedures).  This includes the possibility of different 
IP Addresses for Voice and Control 

d. Remaining Options The other pull down menu options are used to set up the 
various combinations of Control, Voice and Data connections as noted.  If certain 
entries are not requires to set up the desired connection type, the entry box is 
greyed out and the entry characters are red. 

8. SSRC This displays the Source Synchronization Source identifier for the Voice RTP 
connection as applicable depending of the Remote Connect option enabled. 

9. Heartbeat Periods This shows the respective heartbeat periods used in the connect 
command.  If the Advanced RIC-M is originating this command, these are entries, 
otherwise they are the values contained in the connection command 

10. Operating Mode, Monitor Mode and Channel Number The Local values in these three 
columns control the connected Base Station.  If the Advanced RIC-M is in a Remote 
Connect enable mode, the parameters for the Remote Base Station can also be controlled.  
If this is not permitted by the operating mode, the entries in the pull down menus age 
greyed out and no entry will be accepted. 

11. Clicking “Enter” causes the Remote Connect entries to be sent to the Advanced RIC-M. 
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To illustrate the use of the Remote Configuration Page, several screens of setup/status will now 
be presented for an example Autonomous Network depicted below: 

Advanced  RIC-‐M  
Unit  1

IP  192.168.1.204
MAC  00:04:A3:CD:9F:94

Advanced  RIC-‐M  
Unit  2

IP  192.168.1.205
MAC  00:04:A3:CD:9E:B2

Advanced  RIC-‐M  
Unit  3

IP  192.168.1.206
MAC  00:04:A3:CD:9B:26

Advanced  RIC-‐M  
Unit  4

IP  192.168.1.207
MAC  00:04:A3:CD:9E:BB

Quantar™,
GTR-‐8000™,  
DIU-‐3000™  or

ASTRO-‐TAC  3000™

Quantar™,
GTR-‐8000™,  
DIU-‐3000™  or

ASTRO-‐TAC  3000™

Quantar™,
GTR-‐8000™,  
DIU-‐3000™  or

ASTRO-‐TAC  3000™

IP

IP

IP

IP

IP
V.24  VOICE V.24  VOICE  and  Data

V.24  Data

Internet  or  
Private  IP  
Network

Setup,  Control  and  
Firmware  Update

Autonomous  Mode  Operation  Example   
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In  this  example  four  Advanced  RIC-‐M  units  are  interconnected  over  IP.    Unit  2  is  the  control  unit,  Unit  3  
is  connected  to  a  Quantar™,  GTR-‐8000™  or  a  DIU-‐3000™  and  is  the  Voice  and  Data  Node.    Unit  1  is  the  

Voice   Node   and   unit   4   is   the   Data   Node.      Remote   Configuration   web   pages   for   each   of   the   four  
Advanced   RIC-‐M   units   are   shown   in   the   following   screen   captures   to   illustrate   how   the   network   is  
configured. 
 
 
 
Remote  Configuration  Web  Page  for  Unit  1:  Voice  Node.  
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Remote Configuration Web Page for Unit 2: Control Node.  The MAC addresses for the Remote 
Connected Voice and Data services are not shown since they are not known to the Control RIC-
M and are only resolved when the Voice and Data IP addresses are resolved by the “Connect 
Receive” RIC-M. 
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Remote Configuration Web Page for Unit 3, Voice, Data and Control Node 
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Remote Configuration Web Page for Unit 4: Data Node 
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Board Configuration Web Page A Board Configuration web page is provided to configure the 
settings for the Advanced RIC-M.  This page is used to enable the RS-232 and USB ports as well 
as to set the input and output gain for adjusting the levels for the Wireline 4 wire E&M port.  The 
gain settings are applied when entered.  If an incorrect passcode is entered into either the RS-232 
or USB enable window, the ports are immediately disabled.  If the correct passcode is entered, 
the port is enabled the next time power is cycled on the Advanced RIC-M.  If the USB port is 
planned on being used, a USB driver must first be installed on the computer to be used to 
monitor the port. 
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Board Configuration Page Entries 

1. RIC-M User Name The user name required to access the protected setup web pages is 
entered here.  Be careful to remember (write down) the entered user name since you will 
not be able to access the protected pages without the user name and password.  In the 
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event that this happens, it is possible to restore all of the default entries (including IP 
address) by connecting the RS-232 to a terminal emulation program (115,200 baud) and 
holding the “Z” and Caps key while power cycling the Advanced RIC-M.  This will erase 
all user entered information and it will be necessary to access the box on the default IP 
address with the default User Name and Password to re-enter all user parameters. 

2. RIC-M Password Enter your selected password in this box.  Also not the warning in the 
above paragraph. 

3. Tx Gain Setting Entry of 0 to 255 to set the analog gain for the 4 wire E&M wire line 
input to the Advanced RIC-M.  This gain setting is applied as soon as entered with the 
Enter button. 

4. Rx Gain Setting Entry of 0 to 255 to set the analog output level for the 4 wire E&M wire 
line output level from Advanced RIC-M.  This gain setting is applied as soon as entered 
with the Enter button. 

5. RS-232 Debug Enable Enter “12345” to enable the RS-232 debug port (115,200 bps).  
Entry of any other value will disable the RS-232 port at next power cycle.  The RS-232 
port contains information on the current state of the Advanced RIC-M including 
connection status. 

6. RS-232 Virtual Com Port Enable Type “54321” into this box to enable the Virtual Com 
Port to access the RSS plug on the connected equipment.  Typing any other entry will 
disable the Virtual Com Port. 

7. Virtual Com Port Number Enter the desired port number for the Virtual Com Port.  The 
default number is 23 but any port can be selected consistent with other UDP port usage. 

8. Virtual Com Port Option Use this pulldown box entry to select whether or not a user 
name and password is required to establish the Virtual Com Port connection. 

9. Virtual Com User Name Enter the User Name for the Virtual Com Port if enabled. 
10. Virtual Com User Password Enter the User Password for the Virtual Com Port if 

enabled. 
11. USB Debug Enable Enter “67890” to enable the USB debug port.  Entry of any other 

value will disable the USB port at next power cycle.  The USB port will produce a 
complete hexadecimal record of the V.24 input/output for the Advanced RIC-M 
(including short heartbeat messages).  If you plan on using this port, please contact 
Christine Wireless, Inc. to obtain the USB drivers required. 

12. Connection Option This pull down menu entry is used to require a Quantar™ or to not 
require a Quantar™ connection to establish the connection to a remote Dispatch Console 
or Remote Connection enabled Advanced RIC-M unit. 

13. RIC-M Behavior Option This drop down menu is used to select the type of emulation: 
DIU emulation where the Advanced RIC-M “looks like” a DIU and Quantar™ Emulation 
where the Advanced RIC-M “looks like” a Quantar™ of GTR-8000 to a connected DIU. 

14. RTP Option This pulldown menu enables and disables the use of Enhance Real Time 
Protocol.  Enhanced RTP maps Radio Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) and error count 
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bytes contained in the Quantar™ V.24 output into bytes added at the end of each standard 
TIA-102.BAHA voice or header frame to enhance the fidelity of the V.24 output from a 
second RIC-M receiving the Enhanced RTP.  This mode is designed for use in the 
Autonomous Mode when two RIC-Ms are communicating directly over IP.  Use of the 
mode when communicating with a Dispatch Console is not recommended due to the 
uncertainty of how each dispatch console may react to unexpected additional bytes in the 
voice/header UDP packets. 

15. Output Site Number Enter the desired Site Number for the RIC-M.  The default is 1 but 
the number can be from 0 through 63. 

16. V.24 Input Clock Use this pulldown menu to set whether the Advanced RIC-M will use 
an Internal or External clock for clocking data into the RIC-M.  This applies to both the 
V.24 and direct Wire Line board (ribbon cable) connections. 

17. V.24 Output Clock Use this pulldown menu to set whether the Advanced RIC-M will 
use an Internal or External clock for clocking data out of the RIC-M.  This applies to both 
the V.24 and direct Wire Line board (ribbon cable) connections. 

18. V.24 Connection Use the pulldown entry to select whether the HDLC data will be via 
the V.24 board or via a direct ribbon connection to the equipment Wire Line board (see 
the next section below). 

19. Enter This button caused the entry information to be sent to the Advanced RIC-M. 
 
V.24/Wire Line Ribbon Connection In the Board Configuration menu, the HDLC data 
connection is made to use the V.24 or direct ribbon connection to the Wireline board.  The next 
series of photographs: 
 

 
Advanced RIC-M with cover removed.  Note 50 pin header at the top of the Printed Circuit 
Board. 
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Advanced RIC-M with 50 wire ribbon cable/connector installed. 
 
 

 
Advanced RIC-M with cover re-installed. 
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Advanced RIC-M connected to Wire Line board.  The 50 pin header near the back of the board is 
Port 1.  The second 50 pin header is Port 2.  In some cases both connectors may be used (2 
Advanced RIC-Ms) such as with the ATC-3000™.  The Wireline board can be reinstalled in the 
equipment and the 50 wire ribbon cable routed through the open front of the equipment or 
preferable, through the rear of the equipment after removing the analog wire connector from the 
Wire Line board in the rear of the equipment.  When making all ribbon cable connections make 
sure that the red stripe on the ribbon cable/connector is correctly aligned with pin 1 on the 
mating connector.  The pin 1 on the Advanced RIC-M is clearly marked on the silk screen on the 
PCB.  Pin 1 on the two 50 pin headers on the Wire Line board are marked with a “∆” symbol on 
the PCB. 

 

Contact Information: 

Richard Brockway  
richard.brockway@verizon.net 
web: christinewireless.com 
Christine Wireless, Inc. 
3079 Saint Johns Lane  
Ellicott City Maryland 21042 
Cell: 410-961-7331 




